Energizing Energy Concepts
Twin Valley South MS
Energy Team
The 2018-19
school year was an
eventful one for the TVS energy
team. The team welcomed five new
members and was able to keep most of our
members from the previous year, making us more
successful than ever. Our goals for the season were to increase
our skills and make an impact on elementary-age students while teaching
them about energy. The middle school team achieved our goals by working together
and growing leadership skills. The new members got guidance from the mentor middle
school team members. We look forward to applying our skills during next year’s season.
Advisor: Catherine Ackerman

Goals
The team at the
OEP Energy
Summit

Lynnlee and Alli
sharing their
knowledge with
fifth graders

Goal #1: Attend an energy
summit to learn how to run
an Energy Fair and teach
others about energy
Goal #2: Mentor the new
Middle School members
Goal #3: Teaching the
community

Goal #1

Attend an Energy
Summit
High school team
members: Rylie
and Abby setting
up their station

Leadership
game that
focused on
teamwork

The first thing our team set out to do was
learn. We planned to attend an Energy
Summit run by the Ohio Energy Project so
that we could improve our skills and get a
chance to collaborate with other student
leaders. Although the snow and cold
weather tried to stop us from succeeding,
we still pulled through. After the first
summit was cancelled due to weather, we
had to wait for our second chance to come
around. The summit brought us together
with two other schools and allowed us to
meet and learn with their student leaders. At
the summit, we strengthened our leadership
skills and got ready to run our own energy
fair.

Goal #2

Lauren

Mentor the new
middle school
members
Bekah and Liberty

Matt and Makayla

The 2018-2019 TVS Energy Team saw
growth in its membership. We welcomed
three freshman (Bekah, Lauren, and Matt)
and two sophomores (Makayla and Liberty).
While they are in high school, it was decided
the best place for them was on the middle
school team. Being on the middle school
team for their first year was a good way to
allow for learning and fine tuning leadership
skills. They could watch mentor members
leading by example and get a feel for how to
do things. The older members offered
advice to the new members and were open
for any questions they might have about
Energy Team.

Goal #3

Outreach to teach
the community
Students at the
OEP’s Dayton
energy fair

Energy source
boards at the TVS
energy fair

Spreading knowledge and awareness about
energy is an important component of energy team
and something we work towards every year. This
year, we were able to do this by completing two
successful energy fairs. The first fair we ran was
hosted by the OEP and held at Wright State
University. We acted as student leaders who
taught stations and played games related to
energy with fifth graders from three other schools.
The second energy fair was hosted at TVS and ran
by the student leaders with help from the advisor’s
planning. The fifth grade teachers gave us the
opportunity of coming down to their classrooms
for a few hours to excite their students about
energy. We showed the kids energy boards, energy
concept stations, and snap circuits. We also set
up the energy bike (which the students loved).

Goal #3

Outreach to teach
the community
One of our biggest focuses for the year was
making a knowledge impact on the community,
particularly elementary-age students. A way we
decided to gauge this sharing of knowledge was
with a test. The fifth graders took a multiple
choice test on energy concepts prior to the TVS
energy fair. They took the same test after the
energy fair and we recorded their results. Our fair
was a success, as we saw a jump from the
average test score of 68% to being 82%! We
improved their knowledge of energy by an average
of 14%!

Test Results by Question
Question
(#)

Pretest (# of kids who got it
right out of 54 total)

Post Test (# of kids who got it
right out of 59 total)

1

50

45

2

28

51

3

37

42

4

14

41

5

17

36

6

50

58

7

49

55

8

40

53

9

37

54

10

46

57

Lily and Kira assisting
with an energy source
board
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TVS Energy Fair
2019

The 2019 TVS Energy Fair was a success! The student
leaders didn’t only increase energy awareness among
the fifth graders; we also had a lot of fun doing it!

Snap Circuits!
Maddox and William at a station

